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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a fast and accurate radarimaging algorithm that combines Kirchhoff migration with Stolt’s
frequency-wavenumber (F-K) migration. F-K migration is known
as a fast-imaging method in the F-K domain, while Kirchhoff
migration is reported to be more accurate. However, Kirchhoff
migration requires the reflection points to be located as a function of the antenna position and the delay time. This prevents the
use of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) because Kirchhoff migration
must be processed in the time domain, and this can be extremely
time consuming. The proposed algorithm overcomes this hurdle
by introducing the texture angle and the inverse boundary scattering transform (IBST). These two tools enable the locations of
the reflection points to be determined rapidly for each pixel of a
radar image. The radar signals are then modified according to
the Kirchhoff integral, before Stolt F-K migration is applied in
the frequency domain to produce an accurate radar image. To
demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, the conventional delay-and-sum (DAS) migration, Kirchhoff migration, Stolt
F-K migration, and the proposed method are applied to the same
measured datasets.
Index Terms—Inverse boundary scattering transform (IBST),
Kirchhoff migration, radar imaging, Stolt F-K migration, ultrawideband (UWB).

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

LTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB) radar imaging is of great
importance to a wide variety of applications, including sensor networks [1], through-the-wall imaging [2], [3],
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breast tumor detection [4], and ground penetrating radar [5].
Certain applications, such as security systems, require the imaging process to be both accurate and fast. Using the Kirchhoff
integral, Zhuge et al. [6] proposed an imaging algorithm that
generates clearer images than the conventional delay-and-sum
(DAS) migration process. However, the Kirchhoff migration
must be computed in the time domain, which makes the imaging process rather time consuming. Because many imaging
systems require real-time processing, this drawback hinders the
practical application of this method.
Stolt’s frequency-wavenumber (F-K) migration is known to
be a fast-imaging method, and has been studied in numerous works in the literature [7]–[9]. The method uses backprojection in the F-K domain, meaning that Stolt F-K migration
is basically the same as DAS migration [10]. However, when
calculating the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the edges are suppressed by a roll-off window, and this inevitably leads to some
information loss. Therefore, the imaging capability of Stolt
F-K migration is, in general, slightly inferior to that of DAS
migration.
To overcome these difficulties, this paper presents a new
method whereby Kirchhoff migration and Stolt F-K migration are combined. The problem with Kirchhoff migration is
that it requires prior knowledge of reflection-point locations for
each pixel of the radar image. This has previously prevented
its use with Stolt F-K migration, because the target reflection points are unknown. The target reflection points must first
be calculated in the time domain, and then Stolt F-K migration can be applied. Thus, in this paper, we introduce essential
tools: the texture angle and the inverse boundary scattering
transform (IBST). These tools allow us to modify the signals
in the time domain, so that they have the same form as the
Kirchhoff integrand. Then, the modified signals can be transformed to the F-K domain to be processed using Stolt F-K
migration. Because the texture angle and IBST calculations
are fast, these additional processes do not affect the computation speed of Stolt F-K migration. The proposed method is
also shown to generate high-quality images. The performance
of the proposed method is confirmed by applying conventional
DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, Stolt F-K migration, and
the proposed method to the scattering data from a corner
reflector, and five different targets: a knife, a laser measure, a
handgun, a bottle of water, and a set of keys. The results demonstrate the high-quality imaging capabilities of the proposed
method.
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corresponds to Φ(x, y, z, 0). If the definition of t = 0 is suitably
chosen, this can then be expressed as

Φ(x, y, z, 0) = φ(kx , ky , 0, ω)ej(kx x+ky y+k̂z z) dkx dky dω.
(3)
Using k̂z to express ω as
ω = c · sign(k̂z )



kx2 + ky2 + k̂z2 .

(4)

Equation (3) can then be written as
Fig. 1. System setup with antennas scanning from the x–y plane.


Φ(x, y, z, 0) =

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The measurement system consists of a pair of antennas
(transmitter and receiver) positioned in the z = 0 plane in
the x direction at a fixed separation of 2d. The midpoint
between the transmitter and the receiver is denoted by (X, Y, 0).
Therefore, the transmitter and the receiver are located at r1 =
(X − d, Y, 0) and r2 = (X + d, Y, 0), respectively. When the
transmitter–receiver pair is scanning at discrete intervals across
a region of the z = 0 plane, UWB pulses are transmitted and
the pulse echoes are received. Fig. 1 shows the system setup
that has been assumed in this paper.
The received signals contain both echoes from the target
and a coupling signal that propagates directly from transmitter
to receiver. To eliminate this coupling signal, the background
signal, which is measured without a target prior to the actual
measurements, is subtracted from the received signal. Given
that the antennas’ midpoint is (X, Y, 0), the received signal is
labeled s(X, Y, Z), where Z = ct/2. Here, c is the speed of
the electromagnetic wave, and t is the time interval between
transmission and reception of the signal.



ck̂z
kx2 + ky2 + k̂z2

φ(kx , ky , 0, ω)

· ej(kx x+ky y+k̂z z) dkx dky dkz

(5)

where the first term of the integrand is the Jacobian determinant
produced by the change of variables from ω to k̂z . Importantly,
(5) can be solved by applying the inverse FFT (IFFT) to the
resampled data in the form
Fk−1
Fk̂−1 ψ(kx , ky , k̂z )
Φ(x, y, z) = Fk−1
x
y
z

ψ(kx , ky , k̂z ) = 

ck̂z
kx2 + ky2 + k̂z2

(6)

φ(kx , ky , 0, ω(kx , ky , k̂z ))
(7)

where ω is given explicitly as a function of kx , ky , and k̂z .
While the FFT enables fast computation of the Stolt F-K migration, it is known that the imaging quality offered by this method
is inferior to that based on Kirchhoff migration.
IV. K IRCHHOFF M IGRATION

III. S TOLT F-K M IGRATION
Stolt F-K migration is a fast imaging algorithm that uses the
FFT algorithm in the F-K domain. Let Φ(x, y, z, t) be a wavefield at a point (x, y, z) and time t, and let φ(kx , ky , z, ω) be a
three-dimensional (3-D) Fourier transform in terms of x, y, and
t. This wavefield satisfies the Helmholtz equation
∇2 φ + k02 φ = 0

(1)

which can be also written as
∂2
φ + k̂z2 φ = 0.
(2)
∂z 2

Here, k0 = ω/c and k̂z = k02 − kx2 − ky2 is the effective
wavenumber in the z-direction, assuming that the wave is a
plane wave. Equation (2) indicates that φ is approximated as
a wave propagating in the z-direction with the wavenumber k̂z .
If the wavefield is observed at all points in the x–y plane, i.e.,
if Φ(x, y, 0, t) are known, then the target image to be estimated

In Dirichlet problems, the Kirchhoff integral is known to be
an exact expression of a scalar wavefield [11]. This knowledge
is used in Kirchhoff migration to generate high-quality images.
Assuming that we know the wavefield at a receiver position at
r  located on a closed surface S, the wavefield at an arbitrary
point r inside S can be calculated using the Kirchhoff integral.
The Kirchhoff integral for a wavefield Φ(r, t) = Φ(x, y, z, t) is
expressed as
 
1 ∂
1
∂ 1
Φ(r  , t + τ  ) −
Φ(r  , t + τ  )
Φ(r, t) =
4π S R ∂n
∂n R

1 ∂R ∂
Φ(r  , t + τ  ) dS
+
(8)
cR ∂n ∂t
where r = (x, y, z) is a point inside the closed region bounded
by surface S, r  is a point on the surface S, R = |r − r  |,
τ  = R/c, and ∂/∂n denotes the spatial derivative in the direction of the vector normal to S. Given the appropriate surface
information about the wavefield, its value at r can be calculated
using (8).
Zhuge et al. [6] proposed an imaging algorithm, based on
a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar model. They
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calculated the Kirchhoff migration image using double integrals over the transmitter and receiver scan surfaces. While this
study assumes the use of a single-input single-output (SISO)
radar system that uses a pair of antennas with a fixed spacing,
the same formula is applicable. In our system, the transmitter and receiver are located at r1 and r2 , respectively, with a
midpoint of r0 at a fixed spacing 2d in the x-direction. Let
us redefine the raw signal s0 (r0 , t) that is transmitted and
received at r1 = r0 − d and r2 = r0 + d, respectively, where
d = (d, 0, 0). This raw signal can also be expressed using
s(X, Y, Z), which was introduced in Section II as s0 (r0 , t) =
s(X, Y, Z), if r0 = (X, Y, 0) and Z = ct/2 are satisfied. The
Kirchhoff migration can be performed by integrating the signals
to obtain the image I(r) in the form

∂R1 ∂R2 1
I(r) =
S ∂n ∂n R1 R2

1 ∂2
·
s0 (r0 , t + τ )
c2 ∂t2


∂
1
1 1
s0 (r0 , t + τ )
+
+
c R1
R2 ∂t

1
s0 (r0 , t + τ ) dS
(9)
+
R1 R2
t=0
where S is the antenna scanning plane z = 0, R1 = |r − r1 |,
R2 = |r − r2 |, τ = (R1 + R2 )/c, and ∂/∂n denotes the spatial derivatives normal to the surface S. Equation (9) indicates
that the Kirchhoff migration is performed based on a single
integral, unlike the formula proposed in [6].
The integral in (9) can be readily calculated in the spacetime domain as reported in [6]. This is because the region of
interest is divided into numerous voxels, and we can calculate
all necessary coefficients, such as R1 and R2 in (9), for each of
these voxels without estimating the actual target position. This
method is called Kirchhoff migration in the remainder of this
paper.
Note here that (9) can be converted to the frequency domain
by implementation of the appropriate frequency-domain kernel, as seen in the diffraction tomographic algorithm [12]. This
paper provides an alternative approach to this problem by using
a fundamentally different principle. It will be an important part
of our future studies to compare the image resolutions and computational speeds achieved using the diffraction tomographic
algorithm and the algorithm proposed in this paper.

this study, we exploit this characteristic to develop a new
algorithm.
A radar image can be obtained using the following IBST
[18], which is applied to the signal s(X, Y, Z):
2Z 3 ZX
(10)
x=X−
2
Z 2 − d2 + (Z 2 − d2 )2 + 4d2 Z 2 ZX
y = Y + ZY d2 (x − X)2 − Z 4 /Z 3

(Z 2 − d2 )(x − X)2
(12)
Z2
where, for simplicity, ZX = ∂Z/∂X and ZY = ∂Z/∂Y . In the
original SEABED, the signal peaks are extracted, and the IBST
is applied to these peaks. However, in this study, we require
the target locations that correspond to all the pixels in the radar
image.
We introduce the texture angle for radar images to estimate
the derivatives ZX and ZY that are required in (10) and (11).
The texture angle was originally proposed for the estimation of
target speeds from radar signals [19], [20]. We use the same
concept but for a different purpose: we define the texture angle
of a radar signal s(X, Y, Z) as


∂s(X, Y, Z)/∂X
−1
θX (X, Y, Z) = tan
(13)
∂s(X, Y, Z)/∂Z


∂s(X, Y, Z)/∂Y
.
(14)
θY (X, Y, Z) = tan−1
∂s(X, Y, Z)/∂Z
z=

Z 2 − d2 − (y − Y )2 −

The derivatives ZX and ZY that are needed for the IBST are
estimated using these values θX and θY .
Let us assume that s(X, Y, Z) can be approximated
as s(X, Y, Z) = p(Z − Z0 (X, Y )) with the arbitrary
function p(·), which means that the signal has a local
equiphase surface Z = Z0 (X, Y ). Under this assumption, we obtain ∂s/∂X = −p (Z − Z0 (X, Y ))∂Z0 /∂X,
and
∂s/∂Z =
∂s/∂Y = −p (Z − Z0 (X, Y ))∂Z0 /∂Y ,
p (Z − Z0 (X, Y )). Therefore, ZX = ∂Z0 /∂X and ZY =
∂Z0 /∂Y can be obtained by calculating ZX = − tan(θX ) and
ZY = − tan(θY ). Using these results, we can estimate the
target position (x, y, z) using (10)–(12). The texture angles
θX and θY correspond to the angles of stripes that appear in
the X-Z and Y -Z planes, as will be shown in a later section.
These stripes are intersections of the equiphase surface Z with
XoZ or Y oZ planes.
Next, the estimated target position (x, y, z) is used to
calculate
R1 =

V. IBST AND T EXTURE A NGLES
We have developed a fast radar-imaging algorithm
(SEABED, or shape estimation algorithm based on the
boundary scattering transform and extraction of directly
scattered waves) that uses the IBST. The IBST is a transform
that is reversible between a target shape and the corresponding
echo data [13]–[17]. Because the IBST describes a one-to-one
correspondence, SEABED does not require any iterative or
repetitive processing, and thus enables fast imaging. Another
advantage of SEABED is that, unlike conventional methods,
a target location is estimated for each radar image pixel. In

(11)

R2 =

(x − X + d)2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2
(x − X −

d)2

+ (y − Y

)2

+

z2

(15)
(16)

and ∂R1 /∂n = z/R1 . ∂R2 /∂n = z/R2 . These values are then
substituted into the following equation to give the modified
Kirchhoff signal:
∂R1 ∂R2 1
sm (r0 , t) =
∂n ∂n R1 R2



1 ∂2
∂
1 1
1
s(r0 , t)
·
s(r
,
t)
+
+
0
2
2
c ∂t
c R1
R2 ∂t

1
s(r0 , t) .
(17)
+
R1 R2
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Finally, as proposed in [6], we can compensate for the propagation path loss using sm = R12 R22 sm . Kirchhoff migration can
then be realized by simply applying a conventional migration to
the modified Kirchhoff signal sm (r0 , t) rather than the original
signal s(r0 , t). This can be calculated using the FFT in exactly
the same manner as it was used for Stolt F-K migration. The use
of texture angles and the IBST allows us to use Stolt F-K migration and Kirchhoff migration simultaneously, which means that
we can obtain high-quality images in a short time. We only use
the texture angle and the IBST in our proposed hybrid method,
and not in other conventional methods.
VI. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this section, the actual procedure used for the proposed
method is explained.
1) Calculate the texture angles θX (Xi , Yi , Zi ) and
θY (Xi , Yi , Zi ) using (13) and (14), respectively, for
each data sample s(Xi , Yi , Zi ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ),
where N is the number of data points and is defined
as N = NX NY Nt . Here, NX and NY are the numbers of measurement points in the x and y directions,
respectively, and Nt is the number of time samples.
2) Obtain the partial derivatives ZX = tan(θX ) and ZY =
tan(θY ), and apply the IBST as per (10)–(12) to calculate
the target position (xi , yi , zi ) for the ith data sample.
3) Calculate ∂R/∂n for each estimated reflection point
(xi , yi , zi ).
4) Generate the modified Kirchhoff signals sm (Xi , Yi , Zi )
using (17).
5) Apply the 3-D FFT to the modified Kirchhoff signal to
obtain φ(kx , ky , ω).
6) Obtain ψ(kx , ky , kz ) using (4) and (7).
7) Apply the 3-D IFFT as per (6) to obtain the final radar
image.
Before application of the FFT and the IFFT, we apply a Hann
window, which is also called a raised cosine window, to suppress undesired components caused by truncation of data. This
means that we apply a 3-D Hann window twice in the calculation of the Kirchhoff migration and the proposed method. In this
paper, the roll-off factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 of the window is set to 0.3,
where a window with α = 1 corresponds to a raised cosine window. The effect of α on the image resolution will be discussed
in Section IX.
VII. M EASUREMENT OF THE P OINT S PREAD F UNCTIONS
(PSF S ) OF THE C ONVENTIONAL AND P ROPOSED M ETHODS
In this section, we apply the proposed method, along with
conventional DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, and Stolt
F-K migration, to a dataset measured from a trihedral corner
reflector acting as a target for estimation of an approximate PSF,
which is often used as an indicator of radar-imaging capability.
Assuming the linearity that a radar image can be approximated
as the convolution of the actual target shape and the PSF, we can
then assess the general radar-imaging performance. For comparison, we also apply conventional DAS migration, Stolt F-K
migration, and Kirchhoff migration to the same dataset.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the trihedral corner reflector that was measured using the
two Vivaldi antennas.

The datasets were measured in the frequency domain using
a network analyzer (PNA E8364B, Agilent Technologies, CA,
USA) to sweep 161 points at frequencies from 4.0 to 20.0 GHz.
Before applying the imaging algorithms, the measured datasets
were converted into time-domain data with 1000 samples for
0 ≤ t ≤ 6.3 ns with a sampling interval of 6.3 ps, which corresponds to the maximum range of 94.5 cm in a mono-static
radar configuration. Two Vivaldi antennas were used with 2d =
5.5-cm antenna separation. Both antennas were vertically polarized. The antenna pair scanned in the X-Y plane (Z = 0)
from Xmin ≤ X ≤ Xmax and Ymin ≤ Y ≤ Ymax at intervals
of ΔX,Y , where ΔX,Y = 1.0 cm and Xmin , Xmax , Ymin , and
Ymax are −25.0, 25.0, −25.0, and 25.0 cm, respectively. Thus,
the total number of measurement points was 51 × 51 = 2601.
The position (X, Y, 0) is defined as the midpoint between
the transmitting and receiving antennas, which were located
at (X + d, Y, 0) and (X − d, Y, 0), where d = 2.75 cm. The
transmitted power was 2.0 dBm.
The target was a trihedral corner reflector with 13.0-cm sides
and an apex that was placed at (x, y, z) = (0.0, −2.0, 50.0 cm),
which lies 50.0 cm from the antenna scanning plane (z = 0).
Fig. 2 shows the measurement setup of the trihedral corner
reflector using the two Vivaldi antennas. The trihedral corner
reflector has three corners and one virtual scattering center
point, which is located at its apex. Because the scattering from
the corners of the reflector is much weaker than the scattering from the virtual scattering center, we only consider the
focus size of the image of the virtual scattering center. The
image produced by the application of imaging algorithms to
the trihedral corner reflector dataset can therefore be considered
approximately to be a PSF.
The images that were produced using DAS migration,
Kirchhoff migration, Stolt F-K migration, and the proposed
method are shown in Fig. 3. We see that the images generated by DAS migration and Kirchhoff migration have higher
sidelobes caused by data truncation at the edges of the measurement surface. In contrast, the images that were processed in the
F-K domain have lower sidelobes because the Hann window
was applied during their processing, as was mentioned in the
previous section. Nevertheless, the main lobe of the Kirchhoff
migration image is narrower than those of the others. The main
lobe of the Stolt F-K migration image is as wide as that of
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Fig. 4. Image sections along the x-axis for the DAS migration (dashed blue),
Stolt’s F-K migration (solid blue), the Kirchhoff migration (dashed red), and
the proposed method (solid red).
Fig. 3. Images generated using DAS migration (upper left), Kirchhoff migration (upper right), Stolt F-K migration (bottom left), and the proposed method
(bottom right). The images are all in decibels.

the DAS migration image, whereas the proposed method produces an image with a relatively narrow main lobe and without
dominant sidelobes.
The sections of these images along the x-axis are shown in
Fig. 4. The PSF widths at −10 dB are 2.75, 2.29, 2.66, and
2.55 cm for the DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, Stolt
F-K migration, and the proposed method, respectively. The
Kirchhoff migration has a 20% narrower PSF than the DAS
migration, whereas the PSF of the proposed method is 8%
narrower than the DAS migration’s PSF. The Kirchhoff migration has the narrowest PSF. The DAS migration and Stolt
F-K migration produce almost the same PSFs, which was also
observed by Gilmore et al. [10]. The PSF of the proposed
method lies between those of the Kirchhoff migration and the
DAS migration. This is because the modified Kirchhoff signals
generated by the proposed method cannot completely reproduce the integrand of the Kirchhoff integral because of the
inaccurate estimation of the reflection points. It should be noted
that the PSF is only one way to assess the imaging capability, and the PSF does not take into account the fact that the
actual imaging algorithms often include nonlinear procedures.
Therefore, these imaging algorithms must be investigated further by applying them to data that were measured for more
complicated target shapes, as shown in the next section.

VIII. I MAGING OF VARIOUS O BJECTS U SING THE
C ONVENTIONAL AND P ROPOSED M ETHODS
In this section, we apply the four different imaging algorithms to radar echo datasets to study the performances of these
algorithms in a more realistic scenario. The measurements were
performed in the same way as those in the previous section, but
with a larger measurement area where Xmin , Xmax , Ymin , and
Ymax are −37.0, 37.0, −37.0, and 37.0 cm, respectively. Thus,
the total number of measurement points is 75 × 75 = 5625. For
our measurements, five targets (a knife, a laser measure, a handgun, a bottle of water, and a set of keys) were fixed to a styrene

Fig. 5. Photograph of the five targets used in the measurements.

foam board that was placed 60.0 cm away from the antenna
scanning plane (see Fig. 5). Note that the back sides of these
targets were attached to the board, which means that the actual
reflection points of the targets are not the same, but are spread
from 52.5 cm (the bottle of water) to 59.5 cm (the keys).
Fig. 6 shows the signals that were received for X = −13 cm.
We selected this slice for display because the signals for X =
−13 cm contain overlapping echoes from three large targets: a
knife, a handgun, and a bottle of water. By incoherent integration of these unprocessed signals in terms of the delay path Z
from Z1 = 52.5 cm to Z2 = 59.5 cm as
 Z2
2
|s(X, Y, Z)| dZ
(18)
I0 =
Z1

we obtain the vague image that is shown in Fig. 7. Although the
water bottle is almost visible on the bottom left, the unprocessed
signals do not provide sufficiently accurate information about
the target shapes.
By applying (13) and (14) to the signals, we obtain the texture angle image (see Fig. 8). The texture angle shown in the
figure corresponds to the angle of wavefronts relative to the
vertical axis in Fig. 6, and it should be also noted that the horizontal and vertical axes are not to the same scale in the figure.
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Fig. 6. Raw signals received for X = −13 cm.

Fig. 7. Unprocessed data intensities corresponding to the ranges of the targets
(in decibels).

Fig. 8. Texture angles obtained from the data in Fig. 6 (in degrees).

Next, we use (10)–(12) to obtain the target positions (x, y, z)
for each pixel in the image. The image that was estimated using
the texture angle and the IBST is shown in Fig. 9. Although the
actual image is 3-D, the 3-D image is projected onto x–y plane
to generate this image. The physical quantity displayed in this
image corresponds to the back-projected vertical component of
the scattered electric field.
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Fig. 9. Target positions estimated using texture angles and the IBST.

Fig. 10. Modified Kirchhoff signals obtained from the data that were used
for Fig. 6.

In Fig. 9, each target image is blurred, and some artifacts are
seen between the target images. The image is produced using
a combination of the texture angle and IBST, and is not very
accurate, and it is limited by the fact that only one target position is given for each data sample s(X, Y, Z). In actual signals,
however, multiple echoes from different targets can be received
at the same time and at the same position. This possibility is not
considered when calculating the texture angle; a dominant signal can mask other weaker signals and thus leads to information
loss. This is why our proposed algorithm is required for further
processing of the data to obtain clearer images.
We must note here that the image produced using IBST is not
a conventional radar image, but each data sample (X, Y, Z) is
associated with one of the voxels in the 3-D image. This characteristic enables us to calculate the modified Kirchhoff signals,
as shown in Fig. 10. We see that, when compared with the
signals shown in Fig. 6, the higher frequency components are
enhanced in this image. The red dashed line and black solid line
in Fig. 11 show the power spectrum densities of the original and
modified Kirchhoff signals, respectively, which clearly shows
the enhancement of high-frequency components in the modified
Kirchhoff signal. Finally, the Stolt F-K migration algorithm is
applied to the modified Kirchhoff signals to obtain the target
image.
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Fig. 11. Power spectrum densities of the original signal (in red) and the
modified Kirchhoff signal (in black).

Fig. 12. Image generated using DAS migration (in decibels). Computation time
was 1119.3 s.

For comparison, we apply the proposed method along with
conventional DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, and Stolt
F-K migration. For this purpose, each 3-D image I(x, y, z)
was generated inside the same cuboid for xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ,
ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax , and 0 ≤ z ≤ zmax with intervals of Δx,
Δy, and Δz, respectively. We set xmin = −37.0, xmax = 37.0,
ymin = −37.0, ymax = 37.0, zmax = 100.0, Δx = 1.0, Δy =
1.0, and Δz = 0.1 cm. The number of voxels in the 3-D images
was 75 × 75 × 1000 = 5.6 × 106 .
Figs. 12 and 13 show the images that were generated using
the conventional DAS migration and Kirchhoff migration, both
of which were processed in the time domain. These images are
normalized to the maximum pixel value. It is obvious that the
image produced by the Kirchhoff migration is better focused
and that the shape of each target is clearly visible, which is
consistent with the results reported in [6].
Figs. 14 and 15 depict the images obtained using Stolt F-K
migration and the hybrid of Kirchhoff migration and Stolt FK migration that constitutes the proposed method. The image
generated using Stolt F-K migration is as blurred as the image
generated using the DAS migration, which is understandable
because Stolt F-K migration is simply DAS processing that
is calculated in the frequency domain. In contrast, the image

Fig. 13. Image generated using time-domain Kirchhoff migration (in decibels).
Computation time was 1148.8 s.

Fig. 14. Image generated using Stolt F-K migration (in decibels). Computation
time was 2.48 s.

Fig. 15. Image generated using the proposed method (in decibels).
Computation time was 4.49 s.

that was generated using the proposed method shows the target
details more clearly than any of the conventional images.
The computation times for the DAS migration, the Kirchhoff
migration, Stolt’s F-K migration, and the proposed method
were 1119.3, 1148.8, 2.48, and 4.49 s, respectively. For this
calculation, we used the C language with the SSL2 library
(Fujitsu, Japan) running on a computer with an Intel Xeon
E5-2650 v2 processor and 32 GB of RAM. The speed of the
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Fig. 16. Photograph of Siemens star-shaped target used in the resolution
evaluation.

Fig. 17. Actual shape of Siemens star-shaped target. Inner and outer radii are
9.8 and 12.0 cm, respectively.

proposed method is around 250 times faster than both the DAS
and Kirchhoff migrations, although Stolt F-K migration is actually 1.8 times faster than the proposed method. From these
results, we can conclude that the computation speed of the proposed method is comparable to that of Stolt’s F-K migration,
whereas the proposed method can produce a clearer image than
the conventional methods in this realistic scenario.

IX. E VALUATION OF I MAGING R ESOLUTION
In this section, we evaluate the resolutions of each of the
imaging methods by applying them to a measured dataset for
a metallic target in the form of a Siemens star. The measurement scenario is shown in Fig. 16, and the actual target
shape is shown in Fig. 17. All measurement settings are the
same as those used in the previous section. Fig. 18 shows the
four images generated using DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, Stolt F-K migration, and the proposed method. The image
that was generated using DAS migration is so severely distorted that it is difficult to define the resolution based on the
image, whereas the other three images each have different
image resolution values.
The spatial resolution of each image is calculated by finding a gap between the adjacent metal sections at a point where
the target image strips are merged. The images are normalized
to their maximum intensity, and we define the resolution of
these images using a threshold of Ith = −6 dB. We find the

Fig. 18. Images of Siemens star target generated using, from top to bottom,
DAS migration, Kirchhoff migration, Stolt F-K migration, and the proposed
method (in decibels).

pixels I(r) with value Ith , and among these pixels, we find the
pixel nearest to the center of the target rc . Because each gap
in the Siemens star target has an angle of θs = π/8, the special
resolution Δr can be expressed approximately as
Δr = θs minr |r − rc |
subject to I(r) = Ith .

(19)
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Fig. 19. Images generated using Stolt F-K migration (top) and the proposed
method (bottom) for a windowing roll off factor α = 0.8 (in decibels).

Fig. 20. Images generated using Stolt F-K migration (top) and the proposed
method (bottom) for a windowing roll off factor α = 0.0 (in decibels).

Based on this definition, the values of the spatial resolution
Δr were calculated to be 1.34, 0.88, and 0.73 cm for Stolt
F-K migration, Kirchhoff migration, and the proposed method,
respectively. These results quantitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of both Kirchhoff migration and our proposed method
in terms of imaging resolution.
As noted in Section VI, the roll off factor α has been set to 0.3
above. Because the resolution depends on α, let us show images
generated for different values of α. Fig. 19 shows the images
produced using Stolt F-K migration and the proposed method
for α = 0.8, and Fig. 20 shows the same images for α = 0.0.
From these images, it is learnt that the proposed method has a
higher resolution than Stolt F-K migration method regardless
of a window size. In practice, a window size needs to be properly selected, considering the trade off between resolution and
acceptable artifact level.

The proposed method was developed by expansion of an
existing method (modified Kirchhoff migration). Because modified Kirchhoff migration was successfully applied to a MIMO
radar system, it is deduced that our method could also be
applied to MIMO radar, although MIMO radar lies outside the
scope of this paper.

X. D ISCUSSION
As we mentioned earlier, the number of measurement
points was set to be 75 × 75 = 5625. The ProVision 2
(L-3 Communications, NY) body scanner, which is currently
deployed in numerous airports, is intended to perform measurements at more than 128 000 points (320 × 400), as calculated
based on the array size (2.0 m), the scanning diameter (1.6 m),
and the operating frequency (24.0 GHz). Another body scanner
that is being developed by Rohde & Schwartz, Germany, uses
736 transmitters and 736 receivers, which result in more than
540 000 measurements. In comparison, therefore, the number
of measurement points assumed in this paper is not particularly
large.

XI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fast and accurate imaging algorithm for UWB radar imaging based on a combination of
Kirchhoff migration and Stolt’s F-K migration. We introduced
the texture angle and the IBST to obtain the reflection-point
locations, and generated modified Kirchhoff signals that corresponded to the integrand of the Kirchhoff integral. Finally,
Stolt F-K migration was applied to the modified Kirchhoff signals to obtain an accurate radar image. The proposed method
was compared with the conventional DAS migration, Kirchhoff
migration, and Stolt F-K migration by applying these methods to a dataset measured from a trihedral corner reflector to
evaluate their approximate PSFs. The resulting images showed
that the PSF width of the proposed method was found to be
between those of the conventional DAS migration and the
Kirchhoff migration. Finally, the four algorithms were applied
to a dataset for five different targets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in a realistic scenario. The
proposed method produced clearer images of five different targets than the conventional methods. In addition, the proposed
method can produce an image approximately 250 times faster
than both the conventional DAS migration and the Kirchhoff
migration.
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